19th October 2014

Personal Donations made for IDPs
[The donation implemented through European Technology and
Training Centre - ETTC]
Sara Haidari (individual donor) during the distribution of stationery and sporting goods among IDPs in Erbil - Ankawa

ETTC Humanitarian Aids
As a result of the ISIS war in Iraq at whole in particular in
Kurdistan Region hundreds of thousands of people fled
from their original places that are affected by this war.
The safest place for these people is Kurdistan, therefore
for the time being different ethnic; religion people are
living and settled in Erbil, Duhok and Suleimaniyah. They
do not know when and how they are able to go back to
their origin places, their situation is not fair however UN
agencies NGO’s are helping them and supported in different
aspects. Since the very beginning of the crises ETTC declared to support IDP’s in different
way, such participating in the meetings that related to the IDP’s, cooperation with UN
agencies, NGOs, local government, donors inside and outside of Kurdistan. This attempt
led to a positive result ETTC could get limited funds from different donors, such people
from Lower Saxony, in Germany, German Org. and German companies. This news has been
spread among others and encouraged them to donate to the IDP’s as far as there is
institute or organization like ETTC could manage to support IDP’s in a very loyal and
transparency these donation and handover to the right target groups.
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This time Ms Sara and her colleagues announced to donate for IDP’s
and she came and participated in the process of the distributing
packages from the beginning until handing over to those whom she
want. In cooperation with ETTC Ms Sara accompanied with ETTC staff
went to the market and selected different type of sporting
equipment’s and stationeries for IDP’s and ETTC provide her
all facilities and information on the IDP’s where they are
located and number of families so that manage to
set up a perfect plan where and how to
distribute packages.
We could bought with Sara and her
colleagues donation around 179 packages of
stationery which was contain of (Painting
book with shapes, Drawing book – white,
Colour pen, Sharpener, Eraser, Industrial clay)
for each family. In addition of this each IDP’s
camp

or

centre

has

been

supplied

with

volleyballs, Badminton ball and some accessories
for refilling air to the balls. Ms Sara was very
happy when she was handing over the packages to
the children IDP’s. This type of support was rarely
among all the previous supports have been done by
others; because this was something we can call recreation
process.

For direct donations:
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